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Well where have the months gone?, we are getting towards the pointy end of the 
planning and its getting a bit hectic. 
 
We had a major meeting 2 weeks ago and amazingly everything seems to be going 
to plan. 
 
By the end of the year those registered will have received a pack containing  a 
timetable for the 2 days, map of the venue marked to show changing rooms, coffee 
outlets and instructions on where teams are to line up for March Past etc. 
It will also contain 2 vehicle parking tickets per team as unfortunately there is usually 
a charge for parking, however, we have managed to talk them into allowing 2 free 
spaces per team. There are plenty of on road parking spaces which are free. 
There will also be brochures of places worth visiting and any discount vouchers we 
manage to obtain. 
 
Claudelands Event Centre management have been really supportive of the 2019 
Nationals and our visit there was great, it’s a wonderful venue with large lounge 
areas, we have stressed that we need more than one coffee outlet open for the 2 
days. We have organized things so that on arrival everyone will move upstairs either 
by elevator or stairs and shouldn’t have to come back down except to march. 
 
Registrations are trickling in, I am hoping that after the North Island in Wellington we 
will have a surge. We will have packs available in Wellington for anyone wanting to 
register while we are there. 
 
We are having a lot of fun organizing the Saturday night function ‘At the Hop’ with 
imaginations running a little wild at times, we are aiming at it being a great night of 
good music dancing and friendship. 
 
Souvenirs are ordered however there may only be a limited number of the un-
stemmed wineglasses so if you are thinking of ordering any best do it fast. The 
stemmed ones are ok and below is a mock up of what they are like. 
 
So that’s about it, remember any questions just give me a call or email. 
 
See you at THE HOP. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Souvenir’s below:  
 
Prices on the order form. 
 
 
Caps and Sun Visor’s will both be black with Silver writing 
Wording in Silver ‘2019 Nationals Hamilton’ 
 
Wine glasses will be etched as per the insert below. 

 


